
QUICK GUIDE TO ORGANIC SYNDROMES 

1. Frontal Lobe Syndrome (e.g. organic personality features)

Manifested by: "I want what I want when I want it"

Main Symptoms: Impulsive, impatient, poor "brakes"
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Problem: Does not learn from mistakes, repeats behavior despite punishments, provokes and

enjoys negative attention.

Strategy: Normal discipline doesn't work. Need a reward-based system rather than a

punishment-based system. Tell them what you want them to do, not what you want them to

stop. Avoid power struggle and use behavior contracting where staff and patient both get what

they want. Do not play into negative attention. Do not allow yourself to be provoked into an

angry reaction that gives negative attention.

2. Temporal Lobe Syndrome (e.g. episodic explosive disorder, schizotypal personality features)

Manifested by: Good days and bad days, unprovoked mood swings, eccentric behavior,

obsession with trivial details

Main symptoms: Episodic explosive or depressive episodes that are unprovoked, magical

thinking, suspiciousness

Problem: Everything seems significant and all events, no matter how trivial in reality, take on

special meaning. They engage in endless conversations and keep long diaries. On bad days they

are highly irritable and emotionally labile and show a "touch-me-not attitude".

Strategy: DO NOT USE PHYSICAL HOLDS- MAY RESULT IN RAGE REACTION

On bad days avoid any physical touch of any kind. Don't let them engage you in endless trivial

conversations, but get them involved in therapeutic actions (less talk, more action). On bad

days reduce all demands since patient is temporarily disabled (sort of like an emotional

migraine). Concentrate therapeutic efforts on what the patient does, not what the patient says.

3. Right Hemisphere Syndrome (e.g. NLD, avoidant personality)

Manifested by: "Nobody likes me except my family"

Main symptoms: Retarded social skills in an otherwise intelligent individual. Tendency toward

"cocktail party" speech with good language but limited content except small talk. Social

withdrawal, social anxiety, difficulty adjusting to novel situations.

Problem: Poor self-esteem, poor insight, suicidal thinking, clumsiness, awkward social

functioning, cannot "read" non-verbal aspects of communication.

Strategy: Need to teach rudimentary aspects of social skill (e.g. don't stand too close or far

away during conversations, modulate voice tone, vary facial expression, etc.). Teach

understanding of inflection of voice, gestures and other non-verb aspects of language. Have

group gently feedback what characteristics turn them off in social situations. Use mostly verbal

therapies.



4. Left Hemisphere Syndrome (e.g. development language disorder)

Manifested by: A patient of few words 

Main symptoms: Short phrase length, awkward expression, poor grammatical form, limited 

comprehension 
Problem: Auditory-verbal skills are poor. Generally have learning disabilities in school. Often 
shows attention deficit disorder. 

Strategy: Do not give three step commands. Make sure you have the patient's attention when 

speaking. Have patient repeat instructions to ·be sure it was understood. Don't tell them what 
to do, show them what to do. Use demonstrations, visual aids, since they are "visual learners". 

Use non-verbal therapies. 


